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1. Introduction
Disclaimer: The material provided in this guideline is not legal advice and
should not be treated as such. The information is intended as a guide only
and should not be relied upon as the definitive authority on the law
regarding communication with, or representation of, children. No liability
is accepted for any adverse consequences of reliance upon it. Further
disclaimer information is provided here [link].
1.1 This guide was developed to assist legal professionals, including police
personnel, lawyers, and judges, to communicate effectively with children
and young people who are involved in the justice system. The guide
provides information on children’s/young people’s communication, difficult
concepts for (younger) children, how to formulate questions and conduct
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examinations in ways that facilitate best evidence, and pre-trial
preparation. For the purposes of this guideline “children” are defined as
young people under 18 as per the Evidence Act 2006 and the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child.

2. What you need to know about children’s
communication
Children can be very effective witnesses
2.1 Even very young children can accurately recall and report past
events, provided they are questioned appropriately.
Linguistic diversity
2.2 Aotearoa New Zealand is a highly linguistically and culturally diverse
context. Many who enter the courts do not necessarily share the same
cultural knowledge and practices and may not share the same first
language. Establishing reliable information about the first language and
known languages for a child is essential.
Child/adolescent language v. adult language
2.3 Children, adolescents, and even young adults are still mastering their
first language: They understand fewer words and grammatical structures
than adults do; they may not recognise irony and ambiguity, or
understand the same idioms1 as adults; they may be less able to express
themselves.
2.4 It will be necessary to adapt your language to a child/adolescent
witness or defendant—as a highly literate, highly educated adult, even
your everyday spoken language may be more complicated than you
realise.
Children, young people and courtroom talk
2.5 Lawyers and judges often use words, expressions, and grammar
which are beyond children’s and young people’s comprehension - and it
may not be evident from the child's response whether the child has
understood a question. Furthermore, stress can interfere with children's
and young people's comprehension, memory, and ability to respond to
your questions.
2.6 Children and young people rarely indicate when they don’t understand
a question:2 They may be too embarrassed or nervous to do so, or may
not even realise they haven’t understood.3 As a result, they may attempt
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to answer questions they have not understood. The onus should be on the
questioner to ensure questions are comprehensible to the child/young
person4 and on the judge to control questions as per s 85 of the Evidence
Act 2006, which states that a judge may disallow any question they
consider improper.
2.7 Just because a child does well in an Evidential Video Interview (EVI)
does not mean s/he will do equally well at trial unaided. The
context/atmosphere and questioning style of the typical EVI differs vastly
from that of the typical courtroom examination.
Language impairment
2.8 The children and young people you encounter may have language
impairments, diagnosed or otherwise. For example, child maltreatment
(i.e., neglect and/or abuse) is associated with impoverished language
skills.5 Young offender populations have disproportionately high rates of
language impairment6 (conservatively estimated at around 60%) and
other intellectual impairments, mental health7 and substance abuse
problems, and traumatic brain injuries.8 Children and young people with
language impairments may be unable to express themselves and/or
comprehend language as well as others of their age.
Children’s narratives
2.9 Children and some adolescents are still learning how to construct
comprehensive, coherent, clearly sequenced narratives to describe their
past experiences; they may not know which details a listener needs to
fully understand what happened if that listener did not experience the
events themselves. This reflects, in part, children’s immature
communication skills (e.g., some may not have mastered tense and
pronoun use) and, in part, their developing ability to use memory search
strategies effectively to reconstruct their account of what occurred.

3. Difficult concepts for younger children
3.1 Children and young people often use terms long before they have
acquired an adult-like understanding of the concepts they express or the
full class of entities/actions/states denoted by them. Some concepts
common to courtroom examinations can be particularly problematic for
younger children (preschool/primary school) including concepts relating to
time, clothing placement, and touch. These concepts are also likely to be
difficult for children with learning difficulties and/or developmental delays,
who may be functioning at a developmental level that is lower than their
chronological age.
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a) Temporal descriptions
Timing of events
3.2 When people are asked when something happened, the information is
not typically retrieved directly from memory; rather, people reconstruct
events in their minds to figure out when it must have happened (e.g., “It
must have happened in March because it was just after the school year
began”).
3.3 Recency: Children as young as 4 may be able to indicate whether
one event occurred more recently than another,9 provided the more
recent event occurred within a few months of being asked.10 But they
may be unable to place the event in time with respect to the calendar or
seasons.
3.4 Time of day (morning, afternoon, night, etc): Preschool children
may be able to use inference to figure out what time of day an event
occurred if the event occurred within the previous few months (e.g., "It
must have happened in the morning, because it happened at
preschool").11 We do not yet know fully at what point children’s
performance becomes equivalent to adults’.
3.5 Day, month, year, season: During middle childhood (roughly 7-12
years) most children develop the ability to indicate when an event
occurred on longer timescales (e.g., what day of the week, which month
of the year, estimates of what year it was). During this period they are
also more likely to spontaneously include references to time (e.g.,
indicating the order of events; the day, month, year).
3.6 There is some evidence that children at the late end of middle
childhood (roughly 9-12 years) are equivalent to adults at dating a past
event in terms of the time of day, season and year; however, they are
less accurate when dating the day of the week and the month of the year.
There is also some evidence that, by adolescence, time estimations are
equivalent to adults’.12
3.7 Children’s and young people’s accuracy at dating events is not related
to their accuracy about other aspects of those events (e.g., what
happened). Errors in placing an event (or a person) in time are not
legitimate grounds for discrediting other aspects of children’s testimony.13
Using landmark events to establish timing
3.8 Adults often ask children about landmark events (e.g., a season,
birthday, class teacher or holiday) that occurred around the same time as
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the event in question (e.g., "Was it before or after your birthday?" or "Did
it happen near Christmas?"). However, young children (under 10 years)
may have problems linking the landmark event to the event in question.14
Children of this age are more able to place one event in time relative to
another if the landmark event occurred after the event of interest, but not
if it occurred before. For example, a child with a birthday in March may
not recognise that an injury sustained in April was “near” their birthday,
as it is now 11 months until their next birthday (as opposed to just one
month since their last birthday). Clarify with children which birthday or
landmark event they are using as their reference point (e.g., their 10th
birthday or their 11th birthday).15

Young witnesses/defendants may benefit from a visual timeline that
shows landmark events to help them place other events in time; with a
visual timeline, the witness/defendant could potentially place events in
time by pointing to the timeline, rather than (or in addition to)
explaining in words (see the Pretrial Case Management guideline for
more on visual timelines).

Duration
3.9 Up to the age of around 7 years or later, children may use duration
words (e.g., second, minute, hour, day, week, month, year) before they
have a clear grasp of how long those time periods actually are. The lag
between use and comprehension may result in incorrect usage.16
3.10 Before 7 years, children may understand the relative differences
between time periods (e.g., that a minute is shorter than an hour) but
still be unable to map those words onto actual durations.17 Despite
knowing that a minute is shorter than an hour, for example, children
under 7 years are unlikely to be able to accurately appreciate how much
shorter a minute is.
3.11 Children may not be competent at telling time from a clock until
after 9 years of age. This may also impact upon their ability to appreciate
the duration of intervals like seconds, minutes, and hours.18
Frequency
3.12 Children aged 4-8 years can typically accurately identify whether
they have experienced an event once or more than once, but will likely
have trouble accurately specifying how many times a repeated experience
has happened.19 As for children over 8, there is little research on their
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ability to specify the exact number of repeated events. However, when a
young child makes improbable claims about frequency (e.g., “I have been
to Sydney a thousand times”), the inflated number can be “a metaphor
for ‘lots and lots of times’”.20
3.13 Children aged 6-8 years are more likely to be able to put repeated
events into chronological order than younger children (4–5 years). All
children within these age ranges are likely to recall the first instance of a
recurring event better than a subsequent one; older children within this
age range may also have better recall of the latest incident compared to
those occurring in the middle of the series.21
Implications for practice: Timing, duration, frequency
• As a rule of thumb these are the things that children in early and
middle childhood may have difficulty with:
◦
Accurately identifying the day of the week, the month, year, and
season in which an event occurred.
◦
Accurately estimating durations (older children may also struggle
with this).
◦
Accurately specifying how many times a repeated event happened.
But you can ask if it happened once or more than once.
• Younger children’s memories for the first and (sometimes) last
instances of a series of repeated events are likely to be strongest.
• Always consider whether your proposed questions about timing,
duration, or frequency are strictly necessary—some may be, others
may not.
22
• Consider engaging a Communication Assistant to assess (inter alia)
children’s temporal abilities to ascertain which time-related questions
the child is likely to be able to answer accurately. See Communication
Assistance Guideline.
An Aotearoa New Zealand-based Communication Assistant recalled a
person being confused by the word time in a question like, “Do you
remember the time at the flat?” The communication assistant suspected
that the person thought he was being asked whether he remembered
what the time was on the clock at the flat, rather than whether he
remembered what had happened at the flat. He said, “No”.23

b) Clothing placement
3.14 Questions about clothing placement are commonplace in forensic
contexts. Although few studies have examined this, some recent research
suggests that 3-6 year olds have difficulty in describing clothing
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placement—especially when clothes are in an intermediate position
(partially on or off)—and when referencing some prepositions, particularly
“over” (e.g., Did Chris touch you over or under your knickers?).24 Children
aged 3-6 rarely give spontaneous descriptions of clothing placement
during forensic interviews or courtroom questioning. They are more likely
to give clear and detailed descriptions about clothing information when
asked wh-questions (What? Where?) than yes/no or forced choice
questions. Wh-questions are also more likely to elicit intermediate
descriptions of clothing placement, thereby reducing ambiguity or
possibilities for misinterpretation.25
Implications for practice
3.15 Use open-ended questions to get descriptions of clothing
placement (e.g., “Where were your clothes?”), with open-ended followup questions (“Tell me more about where your clothes were”) rather
than closed or forced-choice questions (e.g., “Were your pants on or
off?”). This allows children to answer in their own words, rather than
requiring them to understand words which they may not have a good
grasp of, such as prepositions (on, off, over).

An Aotearoa New Zealand-based Communication Assistant reported that
sometimes children don’t know the names for clothes or related items,
e.g., sleeves, collars, cuffs etc. They also don’t always use the terms for
body parts correctly. For example, one person muddled words like hip
and elbow.26

c) Touch
3.16 Some preschool children (and older ones too) have a limited
definition of the word touch. For example, they may use touch only to
refer to certain types of bodily contact (e.g., touching with a hand) but
not use touch to refer to other forms of bodily contact (e.g.,
penetration,27 licking and biting28). Inconsistencies in a child’s testimony
regarding touch could arise from a child’s idiosyncratic definitions of the
words used. For example:
• A preschooler (and an undergraduate) claimed that a picture depicting
kissing did not involve touch.29
• A 6-year-old said he hadn’t been touched but later said he had been
licked.30
• A child was asked, “Did you touch John?” The child said “No”, but later
said that John had, “… put his willy in my hand and in my mouth.”
It could be that the child was saying that s/he didn’t touch John – it
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was John who touched the child.31

4. Formulating questions for children/young people

Write out as many of your questions as possible before trial to help you
identify sentences and words/expressions that may be too difficult for
the witness/defendant to understand, questions that are unnecessary,
and poor sequencing. Remember that there is a vast difference
between spoken and written language32 —your aim is to produce the
simplest and shortest questions in a form reflecting spoken (not
written) language, using the most everyday words and expressions.
This may mean breaking down complicated questions into a sequence of
shorter ones.

Rules of thumb
4.1 These rules will help solve at least some of the problems with
courtroom language:
"Rule # 1 Use short, simple questions—the younger the
witness/defendant, the shorter the question.
Rule # 2 Imagine your question coming out of the young person’s
mouth: If it sounds strange, precocious, or like a parody of legal-speak,
rephrase your question."33

a) Words, phrases and expressions
Legalese / legal terminology
4.2 Avoid legalese phrases such as I put it to you; I suggest to you; Is it
your evidence that. These phrases are unnecessary, increase the
complexity of the question, and are atypical of children’s, young people’s,
and other civilians’ speech.
Putting the case
When putting the case, instead of saying I put it to you that you saw
your father on your 11th birthday, you could say, I say that you saw
your father on your 11th birthday. What do you say?
4.3 Avoid legal terminology such as defendant, cross-examination,
prosecution, prosecutor, witness, arrest, allegation, interview, EVI.
Children’s, adolescents’, and some adults’ understanding of these terms
can be inaccurate, as the table below illustrates. For example, replace EVI
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with the video talk you did with [interviewer's name]; replace defendant
with the person's name; replace Her Honour with Judge Maisel, and so
on.
Research findings: Examples of children’s, young people's (and
adults’) misunderstandings of common legal terms34
Victim: “The victim is him or her being tried” (28 year old)*
Prosecutor: “The prosecutor takes the person away when proved
guilty” (13 year old)*
Defendant: “<The defendant is> someone who tries to defend the
accused person and prove they are innocent” (13 year old)**
Cross-examination: “…when they examin <sic> the person on trial ie
their clothes, hair traces, finger prints” (15 year old)**
Court: “A court is a sort of jail” (5 year old)***
Prosecution: “Prosecution’s when you die. You get hanged or
something awful like that” (10 year old)***
Witness: “<Witnesses> whip people when they are naughty” (7 year
old)***
Formal language
4.4 Avoid formal vocabulary and phrases (e.g., on that occasion, incident,
protrude, how were you positioned, sibling, residence, at that address).
For example, even adolescents (and some adults)35 may not yet fully
understand formal words of “saying” (e.g., assert, concede, imply,
predict, interpret, confirm) and formal words of “thinking” (e.g., doubt,
infer, hypothesise, conclude, assume).36 Similarly, adolescents (and some
adults) may not have mastered words like similarly, conversely,
moreover, furthermore, nevertheless.37
4.5 Even if children and young people use formal words, their
understanding of them may be partial or wholly incorrect, which can lead
to misunderstandings.38
Poor practice
Can you confirm for us how old you
are?
How old were you at the time that X
occurred?
Did you assume you would go?

Better practice
How old are you?
How old were you when X
happened?
Did you think you would go?

Figurative expressions
4.6 Avoid figurative (non-literal) expressions, such as irony, metaphors
and idioms (e.g., kick the bucket). Idioms may confuse children,
adolescents, non-native speakers of English, and even adult native
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speakers of English (e.g., potentially, some jurors and adult defendants).
Research findings: Double-function words
4.7 Words such as cold, sweet, sharp, warm, bright, hard can have a
primary physical meaning (e.g., sugar is sweet; a knife is sharp) but
also a secondary, non-literal meaning (Anne is sweet). Young children
may know the primary meaning but not the secondary—understanding
of the latter develops over time.39

Poor practice
Did Chris and Dad talk shop often?
I'm sorry to hammer the point, but...
When this came to the surface, what
did you do?
Is Elise sharp?

Better practice
Did Chris and Dad talk about work
often?
I'm sorry that I need to ask you
again, but...
When you found out, what did you
do?
Is Elise smart?

Context dependent words
4.8 Take care with third-person pronouns (he, she, it, they, etc.) and
other words whose meaning is context dependent (e.g., here, then, there,
at that time, at that place). It can be difficult to track to whom or what
these phrases refer in extended speech. Wherever possible, replace such
words with full names and descriptions.
Poor practice
When did he do it?
Did he do it there or
somewhere else?
At that time, what was he
doing?

Better practice
When did Chris hit you?
Where were you when Chris hit you?
What was Chris doing when he was in the
kitchen?

b) Grammar
Passive voice
4.9 Avoid the passive voice. Passive clauses can be harder to process
than those in the active voice40 and are more typical of written than
spoken English.41 Although children may use the passive voice in
preschool years, the ability to fully comprehend them can still be
developing during adolescence. Even in adulthood, some native speakers
of English struggle to understand examples such as:42
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The woman was chased by
the man
The sailor was hit by the
soldier

Better: The man chased the
woman
Better: The soldier hit the
sailor

Poor practice (passive)43
You were interviewed by Jill
You were asked some questions by
Ms Wright
Frank was being shown some photos
by Mary
You will be given some photos by
Bob
Where were you massaged by Bob?
It was suggested by Mr X that you
were wrong
How often are you hit by Mum?
Was the bed slept in by Chris?

Better practice (active)
Jill interviewed you
Better still: Jill asked you some
questions
Ms Wright asked you some
questions
Mary was showing Frank some
photos
Bob will give you some photos
Where did Bob massage you?
Mr X suggested that you were
wrong
Better still: Mr X said that you
were wrong
How often does Mum hit you?
Did Chris sleep in the bed?
Better still: Where did Chris
sleep?

Subordination
4.10 Avoid using lots of subordinate clauses in a single sentence—they
can make a sentence harder to process.44,45 Some types of subordinate
clause are more difficult than others, such as clauses beginning with
although, unless and a hypothetical if.46
Main clause
The dog bit the
postman…

What would you
say…
Do you know…
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Examples of subordinate
clauses
although he was outside the
fence
when he delivered the mail
if he passed by the gate
because he was whistling
who had kicked him earlier
if I were to suggest you are
lying?
whether Bob has a job?
how many times Bob hit
you?
12

Poor practice
What I want you to do is to promise me that
when you're talking to everyone here today
that at all the time, all times, you'll tell the
truth.
What happened was you asked Dad about sex,
didn't you?
So, although you were hit, you say, almost
every day, you didn't tell anybody, is that
right?
So Mum wouldn't let you play on the computer
unless you'd finished your homework?

Better practice
I want you tell the truth
in court today. Do you
promise to tell the truth?
Did you ask Dad about
sex?
You said Mum hit you
almost every day. Did you
tell anyone that Mum hit
you?
When would Mum let you
play on the computer?

Negatives
4.11 Avoid negatives wherever possible. Even a single negative can
make a sentence harder to interpret and answer accurately.47 Double
negatives are harder still. Concealed negatives such as unless, scarcely,
hardly, rarely, anything but can make a sentence extremely difficult to
understand.48 If combined with another negative, they can make the
sentence almost uninterpretable.
Poor practice
Dad did not ask you to keep a secret, did
he?
Did you not know where to go?
Mum wouldn't let you play on the computer
unless you'd finished your homework?
You were anything but unhappy about
the trip?

Better practice
Did Dad ask you to keep a
secret? [if yes] What did he
say?
Did you know where to go?
When would Mum let you play
on the computer?
How did you feel about the
trip?

c) Question types
Questions indicating the answer (including tag questions and
declaratives)
4.12 The accuracy and completeness of children’s and young people’s
reports of past events can be dramatically affected by the types of
questions posed. Decades of research shows that, when asking
children/young people to report about past events, responses to nonsuggestive, open-ended, free-recall questions (e.g., Tell me about the
party) are more likely to be accurate than responses to other question
types.49 Closed yes/no questions can sometimes be risky; leading
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questions (ones that indicate the expected response) are riskiest of all50 these include statements posed as questions (e.g., So you saw your
Dad?). Tagged questions are considered so coercive that counsel are
effectively banned from using them when questioning children/young
people in England/Wales.51 This question type should not be used with
children/young people.52
Examples of
question types
Open-ended freerecall
What happened
next?
What did you see?
Describe the room
for us

Closed (yes/no)
questions
Did you see the
accident?
Did you see the fight?
Was the room small and
cramped?

Tag questions
You saw the accident, didn't
you?
You saw the fight, didn't you?
The room was small, wasn't it,
and cramped?

Why do psychologists recommend the use of open-ended
questions?
Open questions draw on different memory processes and require
different types of responses than closed questions. They draw on recall
memory processes, where the child searches their memory and
reports what is salient to them. Recalling these details may, in turn,
activate or make related details more accessible, and so the child
generates their own cues for remembering further information by
following their own thought processes, rather than responding to
externally provided ones (which may increase the risk of introducing
incorrect information). As a result, open questions are more likely to
elicit coherent, detailed, and accurate responses than closed questions.
Closed questions tap into recognition memory: The child/young
person must search their memory and match their recall to what the
interviewer is asking, and then provide a response. Because the
questions from the interviewer may sound familiar and plausible there is
greater risk of the child/young person simply agreeing with the
interviewer rather than providing their own elaborative response or
correcting interviewer errors.
You should maximise the use of open-ended questions. However, if
children are non-responsive to those open-ended questions (during
rapport building or during an examination), you may need to ask a few
simple, warm-up questions requiring one-word/short responses to give
them confidence in answering questions and build reciprocity. You can
then switch back to an open-ended questioning style, for example:
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"Warm-up” questions:
Q: I am going to ask you some questions about the shower.
Q: Do you have a shower at your house in Kent Street?
Q: Do you have a bath in the house in Kent Street?
Q: Where is the shower?
Open-ended questions:
Q: Tell me about having showers at your house.
(Communication Assistant, personal communication, 6 February 2019)
Forced choice / alternative questions
4.13 Forced choice questions give the addressee two or more options to
choose from:
a) Was the car red1 or blue2?
b) Were you happy1, sad2, or something else3?
4.14 The options provided must be mutually exclusive and cover all
possibilities to avoid error. Hence (a) is unacceptable because it does not
cover all possibilities. Conversely, (b) appropriately contains a catch-all
option (“or something else”) which ensures all possibilities are covered.
However, adding a catch-all option is not always possible (as in Was she
pregnant1, not pregnant2, or something else3?).
Poor practice
Was the car red or blue?
Were you happy or
sad?

Better practice
Was the car red, blue, or something else?
Better still: What colour was the car?
Were you happy, sad, or something else?
Better still: How were you feeling?

Indirect questions (do you know …, can you remember…, can you
tell us…)
4.15 Indirect questions involve two questions: [Do you know]Q1 [what
time Dad arrived?]Q2. Respondents are expected to answer the second
question (if they know the answer).53 However, children and young
people sometimes answer the first instead: Q: Do you know what time
Dad arrived? A: Yes [I do know].
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4.16 If both questions are closed, as in example (2) above, a bare yes or
no can be ambiguous: Yes could mean Yes, I do know or Yes, he was at
home. If this happens, clarify the answer.
4.17 HINT: Indirect questions often begin with do you know, do you
remember, can you tell me, etc; if the next word is if or whether, you
may be about to ask a question like (2) and a bare yes or no response
will be ambiguous.

Poor practice
Do you remember [whether the boys were in the
room]?

Can you remember [if the boys were in the
room]?

Can you tell us [whether Dad was at home]?

Do you recall [if Mary was at work on the day you
left]?

Do you know [if Dad was at work]?

Better practice
Were the boys in the
room?
Better still: Where were
the boys?
Were the boys in the
room?
Better still: Where were
the boys?
Was Dad at home?
Better still: Where was
Dad?
Was Mary at work on the
day you left?
Better still: Where was
Mary on the day you left?
Was Dad at work?
Better still: Where was
Dad?

Note that a subordinate yes/no question is
typically introduced by if or whether

Research findings: Indirect questions
Research suggests that children’s tendency to respond to the main
clause question decreases with age when the subordinate question is
open (e.g., involves a wh-word) but not when it is a yes/no question—
children under 10 may answer these incorrectly.54 However, NZ court
transcripts show that older children too (e.g., 11 and 14 year olds)
sometimes answer the wrong part of an indirect question.
Negative questions
4.18 Children and young people may not have mastered the tricky rules
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for answering negative yes/no questions (Didn’t you see Bob?) and
negative tagged questions (You didn’t see Bob, did you?), so a bare yes
or no response can be ambiguous. E.g., if a child/young person says just
No in response to either of these questions, you cannot be sure whether
they are saying No, I didn’t see Bob or No, you’re wrong, I did see Bob.
4.19 Similarly with negative declarative questions: In response to You
didn’t see Bob?, a bare yes could mean Yes, I did see Bob or Yes, you’re
right, I didn’t see Bob.
4.20 Avoid these question types. If you do use one, and get a bare yes or
no response, clarify the response (e.g., I'm sorry, I asked that question
badly. Let me try again. Did you see Bob?).
Multiple questions (e.g. multifaceted)
4.21 Each question should contain only one request for information. If
you find yourself saying and in the middle of a question, you may be
about to ask a multiple/multi-part question. For example, the question
Was Dad wearing shorts and a t-shirt contains two questions (Was Dad
wearing shorts? Was Dad wearing a t-shirt?). It would be much better to
ask, What was Dad wearing?

d) Examples of "simple" words that can confuse children
Remember / forget
4.22 These verbs are conceptually difficult. They involve prior knowledge
and the ability (remember) or inability (forget) to remember that prior
knowledge (or to fulfil an intention). Children may begin using these
words as 2 year olds,55 but they may not fully understand them until
much later.56
Research findings: Children’s (mis)understanding of forget and
remember
Forget: For some children up to around 7, forget may mean not ever
having known.57 Hence a child who claims to have forgotten something
may not have ever known in the first place.
Remember: One pre-schooler believed that one can only remember
something if it has been forgotten first—hence his claim not to
remember an event he had participated in, “Because I didn’t forget yet,
so I still know it.”58
Ask
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4.23 Ask and tell can be tricky for children because sometimes they
(pragmatically) mean much the same thing (Did you ask/tell mummy to
close the window?) but sometimes (literally) mean different things (Did
you ask mummy what to say? v. Did you tell mummy what to say?).
4.24 Children up to 10 may confuse ask and tell in sentences like (b), (c)
and (d).59 Children and young people may also be unable to identify who
would read the book in sentence (d): the speaker (correct interpretation)
or Laura (incorrect interpretation).60
Ask
a. I asked Laura to close the
window
b. Ask Laura what time it is
c. Ask Laura her last name
d. Ask Laura which book to
read

Tell
a(i) ≈ I told Laura to close
the window
b(i)≠ Tell Laura what time it
is
c(i) ≠ Tell Laura your last
name
d(i) ≠ Tell Laura which book
to read61

Best practice: Follow up ask/tell questions with “What did [X] say?” to
check comprehension
Q: Did you ask Mum what to feed the baby?
Child: Yes
Q: What did you say?
Child: I said, "What are you gonna feed him?"
Q: Did you ask Mum what to do?
Child: Yes.
Q: What did you say?
Child: I said she should tell the police.
An alternative to tell: Talk and say
Q: I am going to ask you some questions about your talk with Nana. [Pause] Did
you talk to Nana about what happened at the party?
Child: Yes.
Q: What words did you say?
Child: I said that Bobby hurt me.
Q: What words did Nana say?

Before / after
4.25 Children up to 7 or even older may be unable to accurately interpret
clauses beginning with before or after.62
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5. Conducting your examination-in-chief or crossexamination
See Pre-trial Case Management Guideline for case law on questioning.
Preliminary questions/instructions before substantive questions
5.1 Before asking substantive questions, settle the child/young person
with a few neutral questions (e.g., Did you have to take a day off school
today? What subjects are you missing at school? My job is to ask you
questions about what happened. Are you ready to answer some
questions?).
5.2 Remind the child/young person about the rules of the examination
(see s 6.3) and tell the child/young person to let you know if they need a
break.
Pace and volume
5.3 Adjust your speaking speed to an unrushed, slightly slower than
normal pace and give children/young people plenty of time to respond.
Children up to mid-adolescence can take longer to process your
question63 and formulate their response than adults do. Slowing down is
important with any witness/defendant who is stressed.
5.4 Young witnesses/defendants may not tell you when they can't hear
you properly. Monitor your volume and look at the witness/defendant (or
at the camera, as appropriate) when speaking to them.
The order of topics covered / signpost topic changes
5.5 The topics on which you question children/young people should be
ordered logically and chronologically to support children's retrieval of all
details associated with the topic being talked about.
5.6 Always indicate when you have finished with one topic and orient the
child/young person to the topic of the next set of questions (e.g., We've
finished talking about your trip to Rotorua. Now I want to talk about your
trip to Wellington). Signposting changes in topic can also help the factfinder follow your lines of questioning.
With permission, Communication Assistants sometimes create a Post-it
sign for each topic to be covered in an examination—e.g., what
happened in the bathroom (say, represented by a picture of a bath);
what happened in the kitchen; what happened on their 11th birthday,
and so on. When a new topic begins, the relevant Post-It sign is placed
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in front of the witness/defendant to help them focus on that topic; when
that topic is finished, the Post-It sign might be placed in a “finished”
box so the witness/defendant can see how far they’ve progressed
through the examination. If a witness asks how many more questions
there are, counsel can indicate how many more topics there are.
Using the child’s terms
5.7 Try to use children’s/young people’s terms wherever possible. For
example, ascertain which names they use for relevant body parts and
individuals and use those names consistently (e.g., the name the
child/young person uses for her maternal grandmother versus her
paternal grandmother). This may be clear from the EVI but you should
also check with the child/young person during your examination.
Repeated questions
5.8 Needlessly repetitive questions should be disallowed under s 80
Evidence Act 2006. There is evidence that the chances of selfcontradiction increase the more questions are repeated.64 The type of
question used can also affect the accuracy of responses to repeated
questions (see s 4.12).65
5.9 Best practice suggests that, if a question must be repeated:
a) Explain why you are asking a question again (e.g., to check you’ve
understood an earlier response). This reduces the pressure a child/young
person may otherwise feel to change their original answer.
b) Avoid phrasing repeated questions as closed or suggestive (e.g., ones
designed to elicit a yes or no response or ones that are suggestive).
c) Limit the number of times you repeat a question.66
Cross-examination: Accusing children of lying
Children report that being suspected of lying is highly distressing67 and
they can be badly thrown by such accusations.68 If counsel’s case is that
the child is lying, then the duty to put the case may require that counsel
address this with the witness. However, it should be done nonconfrontationally (e.g., by asking Are you sure?); in some cases it need
not be done at all (see Pre-trial Case Management on the duty to put
the case).
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6. Pre-trial preparation of your own
witness/defendant
6.1 While it is not always possible, it is good practice for prosecutors
calling a young witness to meet them at least twice before trial, including
a substantial briefing interview (see Pre-trial Case Management Guideline
for case law on witness briefing). The pre-trial briefing(s) is an
opportunity to (inter alia) prepare the witness by explaining the “rules” of
the examination and building rapport. The points below apply equally to
defence calling a young defendant or witness. See the Pre-trial Case
Management Guideline for information on applying for special
measures/accommodations for child witnesses/defendants, such as
scheduled breaks and mini-breaks, visual aids, comfort objects, and so
on.
Explaining the “rules” of the examination to your own
witness/defendant
6.2 Children learn early on that they are expected to answer adults’
questions. This may lead children and young people to try to answer
questions even when they don’t know the answer70 or when the question
doesn’t make sense to them.71 They may also agree with questions that
imply a particular response, fail to correct you if you make a
mistake,72 and answer questions which they don’t understand.73
6.3 For these reasons it is a good idea, at a pretrial briefing, to tell your
young witness/defendant about the “rules” of the trial examination,
namely:
• That they should answer the question if they know the answer (stress
this to avoid overuse of the I don’t know response)
• That they should not guess the answers
• That they should tell you:
◦
If they don’t understand a question or the question doesn’t make
sense.
◦
If they don’t know or don’t remember the answer (but stress that
they should answer if they do know/remember).
◦
If you make a mistake.
It may be useful to display visual aids (e.g., posters) that remind children
of the examination rules while they testify. See Pre-trial Case
Management Guideline for more information on visual aids to support
young people's adherence to the "rules" of the trial.
6.4 Giving your young witness/defendant an opportunity to practise
applying the rules using neutral topics may help them apply the rules
correctly (e.g., asking a question they don’t know the answer to —What
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did I have for breakfast?—to practise the I don’t know response).74
6.5 At trial, remind the child/young person about the rules. However, be
aware that this does not guarantee that they will always follow those
rules.

Remember that young witnesses are entitled to attend the Court
Education for Young Witnesses programme, which helps prepare
them for trial. Check that the O/C has offered the programme to the
witness and completed the paperwork.

7. Pre-trial rapport building with your own young
witness/defendant
Courtroom v. everyday interactions with adults
7.1 When young witnesses give evidence, their role differs markedly from
their usual interactions with adults. They might have difficulty recognising
that other people don’t have the same knowledge they do, and that they
are in the role of “expert” about the events in question. Although it is
obvious to most adult interviewees what an interviewer does and doesn’t
know, children often assume adults know what happened, even if the
adults were not present at an event. Most times children interact with
adults, the adults are knowledgeable about the topic of conversation (the
teacher who asks a child “what does 2 + 2 equal?”, for example, does not
do so because she doesn’t know the answer).
7.2 For these reasons, young witnesses may fail to give important
information to allow the court to understand what occurred (e.g.,
contextual information or information about their thoughts and feelings)
and/or not give sufficient detail to communicate what happened.
7.3 Some young witnesses are also acutely aware that making disclosures
or undergoing legal interviews have consequences, which can affect their
willingness to discuss their experiences (others may have a limited
understanding of the process which could also affect what information
they provide). The type of information that they are expected to discuss
in a public forum may also be challenging or humiliating, particularly if
their experience was distressing. As such, they may be reluctant to
provide elaborative responses for a variety of reasons, such as:
• Close relationships with the people involved
• A sense of loyalty to people involved
• Fear of retribution and/or abandonment
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•
•
•
•

Feelings of complicity, embarrassment, guilt, and shame
Concern that their wishes/actions will have a negative impact on others
Concern that they won’t be believed, and/or that they will be punished
Worries about family disruption

Pretrial: Establishing rapport with your own young
witness/defendant
7.4 To overcome children’s reluctance and to put them at ease, you
should spend time establishing rapport before trial if at all possible.
Counsel should then reinforce rapport building immediately before the
young person is questioned in court, to ensure that they retain the benefit
of the preparation. If unable to meet the young person at a scheduled
break or before court, counsel should seek a brief adjournment before
calling him or her.
7.5 As well as putting the young witness/defendant at ease, spending
some time establishing rapport serves two additional purposes:
• It helps you assess their functioning (e.g., language or cognitive skills)
which you can use to shape the way that you conduct the
examination.
• It can give young people crucial practice at providing elaborate
narratives about neutral or positive experiences (see below),
leading to better interview performance later on.
7.6 Although widely recommended as part of good clinical and forensic
practice there is not much direct research examining how best to
establish rapport to facilitate accurate and detailed reporting from young
people. The available research only examines rapport-building in relation
to evidential interviewing; emerging evidence from this research
suggests:
• By encouraging children/young people at a pre-trial briefing to give an
organised and detailed account of a recent event or interest
unrelated to the alleged offending, you help them practise the kind
of response you want from them later. Asking them about recurring
events can be particularly effective if you ask for an overview first
and then for a detailed account of a specific instance.75
• The style of questioning you use is important: Open-ended questioning
(see s 4.12 above) is most effective for building rapport (e.g., “Tell
me everything about the party from the beginning to the end”), and
use the child's/young person’s words as cues for further elaboration
(e.g., “You played benchball. Tell me everything you can remember
about playing benchball”).76
With young children, rapport-building might start by talking about a
physical object that is immediately in front of the child before discussing
physically/temporally removed things. Some children may also benefit
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from being asked a few simple questions requiring one-word/short
responses before moving on to open-ended questioning (see Why do
psychologists recommend the use of open-ended questions? at s
4.12).
During a pre-trial meeting with a 5-year-old witness, defence counsel
wore a bright coloured tie and asked the child some questions about it.
At trial, defence counsel wore the same tie and asked the child the
same questions about the tie before embarking on substantive
questioning.

7.7 Creating a supportive context during rapport building can impact
positively on children’s responding, particularly their ability to resist
misleading questions (note that this has been found for children in early
to middle childhood77 and may also be true of older children). However,
ensure that supportive behaviours (such as smiling, nodding) are not
only given when they say something you want to hear (i.e., ensure these
behaviours are not contingent78 upon the response). Focus on effort and
engagement rather than the amount or accuracy of the response. Noncontingent support includes such behaviours as:
• Use of child’s/young person’s first name
• Open body posture
• Eye contact
• A warm tone and demeanour
• Positive nonverbal behaviours (nodding, facial expressions)
• Facilitative utterances (e.g., “mmhmm”, “uh-huh”, “okay”)
Maintaining rapport
7.8 Rapport does not remain constant throughout an interaction;79 it can
fluctuate and may diminish when topics are difficult for a young person to
talk about or if they feel unsupported. Responding to indications of
reluctance at trial (or pretrial during rapport building) with supportive
statements can increase their subsequent responding and repair
breakdowns in rapport80 (e.g., “I can see it is hard for you to talk about
this. Just listen to the question and answer as best as you can”).
Conversely, a non-supportive style can decrease the number of details
young witnesses include in their accounts of their experiences.81
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